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Abstract

This paper presents a parallel implementation (using multi-threading)
of the 2D Kohonen map and discuss some sequential and parallel opti-
mizations, to better exploit the memory cache and the pipeline, and the
gains they bring. Its goal is to minimize the execution time, not to obtain
the best results from a neural networks point of view.
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1 Parallelism

The parallelism is a computer field where the execution time of a program is
the most important parameter among all the others.

Let T (p) be the execution time of the parallel program solving a given
problem, when executing on p processors (p ≥ 1).

Definition 1 The speed-up of a parallel program is defined as

SUp(p) =
T (1)

T (p)

where p is the number of processors used by the program1.

Definition 2 The efficiency of a parallel program is defined as

Eff (p) =
SUp(p)

p

where p is the number of processors used by the program.

The execution time of a parallel program has a theoretical limit which can’t
be surpassed. The Amdahl’s law [1] gives the theoretical maximum execution
time for a parallel program, function of the percentage of its sequential code:

1There is also another definition of the speed-up which uses the execution time of the
best sequential program (instead of T (1)), but in this paper the actual definition is more
appropriate
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Figure 1: Amdahl’s law for 10% of sequential code, which limits the speed-up

Theorem 1

Hypothesis: Let Tseq be the time spent by one processor in the sequential part

of the code, and Tpar = T (1)− Tseq be the time it spends in the parallel part of

the code. When executing on p processors, the execution time is then:

T (p) = Tseq +
Tpar

p

Amdahl’s law: The execution time of a parallel program is limited by:

T (p) ≤ T (1)(s+
1− s

p
)

whence

SUp(p) ≤
1

s+ 1−s
p

where s =
Tseq

T (1) is the percentage of sequential code in the parallel program.

Figure 1 shows the execution time of a parallel program with 10% of sequential
code.

2 Kohonen SOM 2D Neural Network

The neural networks represent a powerful tool in Artificial Intelligence. Their
interest domain ranges from pattern recognition to games theory and human
brain simulation. There are many kinds of neural network: the perceptron, the
backpropagation, the Kohonen maps etc. This paper presents various optimiza-
tions on a SOM 2D Kohonen map (see [2]) implementation.

Like any other neural network, the use of the Kohonen map follows two
steps: the learning step and the testing step. While learning, the input examples
are sequentially used as input of the neural network, every time the weights of
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Input layer

Output layer

Figure 2: A Kohonen map: one input layer totally interconnected to one output
layer

the connections being changed according to a formula (see below). The input
data are repeatedly used until the neural network converges. While testing,
the weights don’t change and the output of the neural network is used as the
response of the neural network to the given input data.

A Kohonen map is formed by two layers: the input layer and the output
layer (see figure 2). Every neuron of the output layer is connected with every
neuron of the input layer. While learning, the closest neuron to the input data
(the distance between its weights and the input vector is minimum) and its
neighbours (see below) update their weights. The distance is defined as follows:

dout =
∑

in

(win,out − xin)
2

The formula for the Kohonen map tends to bring the connections closer to the
input data:

win,out = win,out + η(xin − win,out)

where η, the learning-rate factor, is a number between 0 and 1 which gives the
speed of the convergence. If it is too big, the neural network may not converge.
If it is too little, the convergence is very slow. In practice, it is big at the
beginning of the learning and decreases while learning (see [2, page 88]).

The (topological) neighbourhood must also decrease during learning. It may
be for example 50% of the output map at the beginning, and decrease to 0, in
which case only the active neuron changes its weights (see [2, page 87]).

The properties of the neural network depend considerably of its parameters,
like the dimension of the output map, the learning-rate factor and the neigh-

bourhood. For bad parameters, the neural network may not learn at all, i.e.
diverge.

In the figure 2, the output map has one dimension. A more interesting
case is an output map of two or three dimensions. For a well-parametered 2D
Kohonen map, at the end of the learning the output map is formed by convex
areas associated with every input. Figure 3 presents an example of the output
map of this program after learning. More the convex areas are distinct better
the neural network has the results.

3 The Program

The main loop of the algorithm is:
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*6*98***9*

6411*8****

444*7*9338

4**777**3*

61**772***

541-7-20*6

*141*22*0*

*5*-*220**

55*3*82***

656*-**-55

Figure 3: An example of the output map after learning, which shows different
convex areas. A digit represents the active neuron for that digit, the * character
is for the neurons active for two distinct inputs and – for the non-active neurons

1. update the parameters: the learning-rate factor, the neighbourhood

2. read the input data

3. synchronization barrier

4. compute the distance of all the output neurons to the input data

5. synchronization barrier

6. find the closest neuron to the input

7. update the weights of this neuron and its neighbourhood

8. increment cycle

9. synchronization barrier

and it is repeated a fixed number of times.

The input data represents one of the ten digits. The input layer is a 16×16
matrix (see figure 4 for an example), while the output layer is a 10 × 10 2D
map. On the whole, there are 10 × 10 × 16 × 16 = 25600 weights to compute
every cycle, which provides an efficient source of parallelism. The input data
is read from a file. The output data is written to another file, containing the
active neurons while testing.

The steps 4 and 7 are highly parallel. Every thread works on a part of the
output map. An example of the domain partitioning for 6 threads is presented
in figure 5. The goal of any partitioning is to equilibrate the load balance. For
the step 4 a partitioning with equal number of neurons is sufficient, but for
the step 7 a well-partitioning must be also as scattered as possible. This is
the case for our partitioning for 6 threads, where every neighbourhood contains
neurons whose weights are updated by several threads. Instead, for 5 threads,
our partitioning is not so efficient (see figure 6).
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Figure 4: An example of the input data representing the digit 8
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Figure 5: The domain partitioning of the program for 6 threads

4 The First Version

The first version of the program was a straightforward version. The most impor-
tant part of the code (the function executed in parallel) is presented in figure 7.

5 Optimizations and Changes

There are general guidelines that help to obtain while writing the code a high
performance by an efficient use of the microprocessor and the computer. So
long, some rules of optimization are presented.

5.1 Efficient Use of the Cache

Nowadays, the speed of the microprocessors is much greater than the speed for
the memory to give its content. Whenever the processor has to access a data
from memory, it is idle waiting for the data to arrive. The cache is a high-speed
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Figure 6: The domain partitioning of the program for 5 threads

memory interposed between the processor and the memory. To achieve a high
performance, the cache must be well exploited.

5.1.1 Accessing the Matrix by Lines

Unlike Fortran, in C language the matrix are stored by lines. This means
that a[i][j] and a[i][j+1] are stored in consecutive addresses. For the Origin2000
computer, a line of cache2 has 128 bytes. Suppose a matrix of integers (4 bytes)
for example which is accessed for the first time (the matrix is not in the cache).
Suppose also that other parameters are not considered, like the latency time3

between two memory accesses. The time to read 32 consecutive elements of the
same column is 32× tmem, where tmem is the access time to the memory. The
time to read 32 consecutive elements of the same line (suppose that the first
element is aligned to a cache line) is then tmem +31× tc, where tc is the access
time of the cache. The gain in the latter case is then

32× tmem

tmem + 31× tc

which, for a computer with tmem = 60ns and tc = 15ns for example, gives a
32×60

60+31×15 = 3.6 gain. This appears because in the first case 32 cache lines will
be read, while in the latter case only one. Generally, this is a source to achieve
a major optimization.

In this program there is a such problem with the weights matrix w (figure 8).
Intuitively, I chose w[in][out], because the connections are from input to output,
but actually the latter choice is much better.

5.1.2 Changing R/W Operations if Possible to R Operations

A bad utilization of the cache may drastically decrease the execution time of a
program. In a multiprocessor architecture, the problem is more dangerous, a
bad utilization may slow down the performances, even worse than a monopro-
cessor system (this is though an extreme situation).

2L2 cache
3The waiting time between two operations which are executed consecutively. Example: a

memory gives its content in 60 ns, but the next access must be performed 40 ns later
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while (cycle < REP*EX_APPR+EX_TEST){

if (mytid == 0){ // compute the parameters

isApprent = (cycle < REP*EX_APPR);// learning or testing ?

if (isApprent){ // if learning step

pas = calculPas(); // compute the step

fVoisinage = calculVoisinage(); // compute the neighbourhood

nVoisinage = ffloor(fVoisinage);

}

if (isApprent && (cycle%EX_APPR == 0))

rewind(fichIn); // reposition at the beginning

lireEntree();

}

mybarrier();

// compute the distances

for (nSortie = mytid ; nSortie < NB_OUT ; nSortie += nbThreads){

sum[nSortie] = 0;

for (i=0 ; i<NB_IN ; i++)

sum[nSortie] += powf((x[i] - w[i][nSortie]), 2);

}

mybarrier();

nGagnant = calculGagnant(); // the active neuron

if (isApprent){ // learning step

// change the active neuron and its neighbours weights

for (nSortie = mytid ; nSortie < NB_OUT ; nSortie += nbThreads)

if (isVoisin(nSortie, nGagnant))// must change the weights

for (i=0 ; i<NB_IN ; i++)

w[i][nSortie] += pas * (x[i] - w[i][nSortie]);

}else // testing step

if (mytid == 0)

ecrireSortie(nGagnant); // write the active neuron

if (mytid == 0)

cycle++; // increment cycle

mybarrier();

}

Figure 7: The parallel code of the program
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// access by columns

double w[NB_IN][NB_OUT];

for (nSortie = mytid ; nSortie < NB_OUT ; nSortie += nbThreads)

if (isVoisin(nSortie, nGagnant)) // must change the weights

for (i=0 ; i<NB_IN ; i++)

w[i][nSortie] += pas * (x[i] - w[i][nSortie]);

/******************** changed to: ********************/

// access by lines

double w[NB_OUT][NB_IN]; // exchange the w elements

for (nSortie = mytid ; nSortie < NB_OUT ; nSortie += nbThreads){

if (isVoisin(nSortie, nGagnant)) // must change the weights

for (i=0 ; i<NB_IN ; i++)

w[nSortie][i] += pas * (x[i] - w[nSortie][i]);

Figure 8: The access by line is much more quickly than the access by column

Memory

Processor 1 cache Processor 2 cache

modify inva
lida

te

Figure 9: If the same cache line lies on two different caches and one of the
processors modifies it, the other must also invalidate its cache line

In monoprocessor systems, a write hit is actually not as efficient as it ap-
pears, because the modified data must be eventually written in the memory,
which leads to dead time for the processor. In multiprocessor systems, this
problem is extremely important, because if the same cache line lies in the cache
of different processors, they must be warned also to invalidate their line (see
figure 9). If this occurs frequently, a multiprocessor system may be slower
than a monoprocessor system. Changing the write memory operations by read
memory operations may improve the execution time of a program.

In our example in the function LireEntree the matrix x containing the input
data is updated every cycle. Every cycle the matrix x is written with the
input data by one process and is then read by all the processes to compute the
distances and update the weights. Every time the matrix is written, all the
cache lines which contain it, for all the processors, must be invalidated also.

In addition, after a macro-cycle (all the data input have been passed through
the input of the neural network) the input data are reloaded again, though they
have already been read.

Figure 10 presents these changes: the function LireEntree is called once to
read all the input data (instead of calling it for every digit) and to store the
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whole input data in an array, the access at one digit being made by the index
variable.

5.1.3 False Sharing

Invalidating the cache lines is a time expensive operation. This may happen
even without knowing about it. The false sharing appears when two variables
are in the same cache line and they are read and modified often by the program.
The arrangement of the variables in memory is compiler-dependent. Instead,
for a matrix, if two lines will be accessed in parallel, it is possible to avoid this
problem by filling the matrix lines with garbage elements (see figure 11). In
this case every two lines of the matrix will be in different cache lines. Figure 12
presents the changes made into the program.

In the case of memory allocation, the memalign function allows, unlike
malloc, to specify an alignment. An alignment of CACHE LINE SIZE of a vari-
able will avoid the false sharing between this variable and other variables (see
figure 13):

minTable[mytid] = memalign(CACHE_LINE_SIZE, sizeof(minim));

Another choice to avoid the false sharing is to use local variables whenever
possible. In the program there are two such cases:

• the cycle variable is global and is updated only by one of the threads. To
improve the speed, every thread can have its cycle local variable.

• in the loop, the sum[nSortie] is updated by all the threads. A great
improvement is made by using a local variable instead and updating
sum[nSortie] only at the end (see figure 14). This avoids the false shar-
ing of the elements of the sum matrix and allows the local variable to be
stored into a register for faster access.

5.2 Efficient Use of the Microprocessor Pipeline

To achieve greater speed, the microprocessor can execute multiple instructions
in parallel by beginning an operation before the end of a precedent operation
(pipelining). However, this chain is broken by the jump operations, because
the result of a jump is known only at the end of the operation. Sometimes, it is
possible to decrease the number of jump operations by unrolling the loops. In
the code, there are two loops in the parallel part of the code. Figure 15 presents
a 4-unroll-loop.

5.3 Minimizing the Computes

The math library doesn’t contain a function to compute the square. Instead,
the program uses the pow function. This function is more general and is many
times slower than a multiplication, so in this example an important gain was
obtained by changing the pow function by the multiplication.

The barrier provided by Silicon Graphics is busy-waiting. By changing this
barrier with a blocking barrier, the processor may switch to another task when
blocked. This leads to a better use of the processors in multi-tasking mode.
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int x[NB_IN]; // input data. Shared Read

void lireEntree(void){

int nb, i;

for (i=0 ; i<NB_IN ; i++){ // read a digit at a time

nb = fscanf(fichIn, "%d ", &x[i]);

// ...

}

}

void funcProc(void *pv){

// ...

while (cycle < REP*EX_APPR+EX_TEST){

if (mytid == 0){

// ...

lireEntree(); // this happens every cycle

}

// ...

}

/******************** changed to: ********************/

int x[EX_APPR+EX_TEST][NB_IN]; // input data. Shared Read

void lireEntree(void){

int nb, i, ex;

for (ex=0 ; ex<EX_APPR+EX_TEST ; ex++) // read all the file

for (i=0 ; i<NB_IN ; i++){

nb = fscanf(fichIn, "%d ", &x[ex][i]);

// ...

}

}

void funcProc(void *pv){

// ...

while (cycle < (REP+1)*EX_APPR+EX_TEST){

// ...

index = cycle%EX_APPR; // the line where the data input is

// ...

}

}

int main(int argc, char **argv){

// ...

lireEntree(); // now, this happens only once

// ...

}

Figure 10: The write operations and the cache coherency turn off the optimiza-
tion in multiprocessor architectures
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Figure 11: The garbage elements into a matrix force the lines to lay in different
cache lines

int x[EX_APPR+EX_TEST][NB_IN];

double w[NB_OUT][NB_IN];

/******************** changed to: ********************/

#define CACHE_LINE_SIZE 128 // for SGI Origin2000 L2 cache

#define BOURRAGE_INT (CACHE_LINE_SIZE / sizeof(int))

#define BOURRAGE_DBL (CACHE_LINE_SIZE / sizeof(double))

int x[EX_APPR+EX_TEST][NB_IN+BOURRAGE_INT];

double w[NB_OUT][NB_IN+BOURRAGE_DBL];

Figure 12: The garbage elements assure that two elements in different lines lay
in different cache lines

To access a matrix element, the processor computes its address. When
accessing consecutive addresses, it is possible to help the processor using the
pointers. Figure 16 presents this optimization.

6 Final Results

The program was compiled with cc, the C compiler provided by Silicon Graph-
ics, version 7.2.1.2m. The supercomputer is an Origin2000 with 64 processors
MIPS R10000 at 195 MHz. The cache size is 4 Mb for every processor. The
operating system is Irix64 6.5.1.

The flags for the compiler are -TENV:align aggregate=16 -O3. The first
specifies to align the arrays at 16 bytes alignment, while the second turns on
maximum compiler optimizations. I think these are the only flags which turn
on maximum speed of the program.

The number of repetitions is 100. The barrier used is the SGI busy-waiting
barrier. The input vector is 16× 16, the output map is a 10× 10 matrix.

The tests were made in exclusive mode on the Origin2000 supercomputer,
whence in monotasking mode. For the final result, the table shows tests in
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Figure 13: memalign allows to specify an alignment, thus avoiding the false
sharing. Even using two distinct variables, the processors work on the same
cache line in the first case, while in the second case every processor works on
different cache lines

for (nSortie = mytid ; nSortie < NB_OUT ; nSortie += nbThreads){

sum[nSortie] = 0;

for (i=0 ; i<NB_IN ; i++)

sum[nSortie] += pow((x[index][i] - w[nSortie][i]), 2);

}

/******************** changed to: ********************/

for (nSortie = mytid ; nSortie < NB_OUT ; nSortie += nbThreads){

double tmpSum = 0;

for (i=0 ; i<NB_IN ; i++)

tmpSum += pow(x[index][i] - w[nSortie][i]);

sum[nSortie] = tmpSum;

}

Figure 14: Accessing a variable is much faster than accessing a matrix element

multi-user mode also.

The table 1 shows the wall-clock execution time (in seconds) of the different
versions of the program. Some informations must be also known :

• normally, the I/O operations were influenced by the disk-cache of the
supercomputer. This means that the program ends sooner, the data being
not written into the disk, but into the disk-cache. Though, this program
has about 1.5 kb to write to the disk, so this point is not important

• the measuring program is /bin/time, which executes a program, waits
until it ends and then prints the time elapsed between. On Origin2000,
its unit of measure seems to be 10 ms4

• the program is identical, regardless of the number of threads. The input
data and the output data are also identical.

4This information is displayed by man 2 times. It’s supposed that /bin/time uses the times
function for timing
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for (nSortie = mytid ; nSortie < NB_OUT ; nSortie += nbThreads){

double tmpSum = 0;

for (i=0 ; i<NB_IN ; i++)

tmpSum += pow(x[index][i] - w[nSortie][i]);

}

/******************** changed to: ********************/

for (nSortie = mytid ; nSortie < NB_OUT ; nSortie += nbThreads){

double tmpSum = 0;

for (i=0 ; i<NB_IN ; i+=4)

tmpSum += pow(x[index][i] - w[nSortie][i])

+ pow(x[index][i+1] - w[nSortie][i+1])

+ pow(x[index][i+2] - w[nSortie][i+2])

+ pow(x[index][i+3] - w[nSortie][i+3]);

}

Figure 15: Unrolling the loops decreases the number of jumps, so it exploits
better the microprocessor pipeline

• a bottleneck appears in the parallel section of the program, when com-
puting the active neuron (the neuron which has the minimum distance).

• the timing-model of the program may be approximated as

T (p) = Tinit + Tcr × (p− 1) + Tpar ×
100

p
+ Tseq1 + Tseq2 × p+ Tend

or

T (p) = T1 + T2 × p+
T3

p

where

– T (p) is the execution time with p threads

– Tinit is the initialization time

– Tcr is the creation time of one thread

– Tpar is the time allocated to computing informations for an output
neuron and which is executed in parallel

– Tseq1 is the time to update different parameters of the network, like
the learning-factor and the neighbourhood

– Tseq2 is the time spent by all the threads for the barriers (supposed
linear with the number of threads) and to compute the active neuron;
it must be as little as possible

– Tend is the finalization time

This system, compared with the measured execution time in exclusive
mode for 1, 2 and 3 threads (see table 1), givesT1 = 1.28s, T2 = 0.25s
and T3 = 0.22s. This can be viewed as: the initialization time plus the
finalization time plus the time to compute all the updates of the network
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tmpSum += (x[index][i] - w[nSortie][i])*(x[index][i] - w[nSortie][i])

+ (x[index][i+1] - w[nSortie][i+1])*(x[index][i+1] - w[nSortie][i+1])

+ (x[index][i+2] - w[nSortie][i+2])*(x[index][i+2] - w[nSortie][i+2])

+ (x[index][i+3] - w[nSortie][i+3])*(x[index][i+3] - w[nSortie][i+3]);

/******************** changed to: ********************/

int *px = &x[index][i];

double *pw = &w[nSortie][i];

tmpSum += (*px - *pw)*(*px - *pw)

+ (*(px+1) - *(pw+1))*(*(px+1) - *(pw+1))

+ (*(px+2) - *(pw+2))*(*(px+2) - *(pw+2))

+ (*(px+3) - *(pw+3))*(*(px+3) - *(pw+3));

Figure 16: When using the pointers, the processor doesn’t need to compute
every time the address of the element

version / threads 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

first version (multi-user) 336.5 543.8 472.0 501.7

final version (multi-user) 23.8 13.1 9.5 7.8 7.4 7.6 8.8 11.6
final version (mono-user) 23.29 12.66 9.21 7.57 7.27 7.51 9.25 11.99

Table 1: The execution times (in seconds) shown in this table emphasize the
considerable gain achieved by these optimizations. These results were obtained
on an Origin2000 supercomputer with 64 processors at 195 MHz

parameters minus the creation time of one thread is T1 = 1.28s; the
creation time of one thread plus the time the threads wait at the barriers
and the bottleneck is T2 = 0.25s; the time to compute all the informations
for one output neuron is T3 = 0.22s.

The final version is 15–60 times faster than the first version.

Minimizing the computes (especially the replacement of pow by *) decreases
the execution time by a factor of 2.

Replacing R/W by R operations (the lireEntree function) decreases the exe-
cution time by a factor of 5–10 for parallel execution (more than 1 thread). This
gain shows the bottleneck of the I/O operations in multi-threading execution.

The other optimizations decrease the execution time by a factor of 2–3.

For the final version, the execution times are presented in figure 17, the
speed-up is presented in figure 18 and the efficiency is presented in figure 19.
As shown in these figures, the maximum speed-up was obtained for 5 threads,
near results being obtained for 4 and 6 threads. The efficiency curve is relatively
linear.
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Figure 17: The execution time of the final version is minimum for 5 threads
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Figure 18: The speed-up of the final version

7 Conclusions

This paper has presented some optimizations to achieve a better execution time
of the parallel and sequential programs. These basic optimizations are generally
made while writing the code.

The results of these simple optimizations show that a real understanding of
a computer architecture may be of real importance when hunting performant
programs.
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